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Abstract

The NMR chemical shielding in a solid powder sample produces featured, but broad, lineshapes, or powder patterns,
because the shielding experienced by a nuclear spin depends on the spatial orientation of its local molecular frame with
respect to the external magnetic field. The lineshape, however, is fully determined by the three principal values of the
shielding tensor. We present a simple approach that uses sample spinning NMR to extract peaks at the principal-value
frequencies from chemical shielding powder patterns. Such techniques may simplify spectra with overlapping powder
patterns without the information loss inherent in fast magic angle spinning. Experimental data and numerical simulations are
presented for two 31P model compounds. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.

The chemical shielding of a nuclear spin is an
orientationally dependent weighted average of the
three principal values of the chemical shielding ten-

Ž . w xsor CSA 1 . Thus in a solid powder sample each
distinguishable molecular site yields an inhomoge-
neously broadened resonance, all possible weighted
averages being present simultaneously. Under fast

Ž .magic angle spinning MAS the time averaged
chemical shielding of every crystallite in the sample
reduces to the isotropic value, which is the arithmetic
mean of the three principal values of the chemical
shielding tensor. MAS has the advantage that unique
spectral lines are often obtained for chemically dis-
tinct sites in the sample, and these lines are much
more easily distinguished than the overlapping pow-
der patterns. However, under MAS, the anisotropic
information is discarded – only the average of the
three principal values of the CSA tensor is measured.
The three separate principal values contain not only

wstructural information about each individual site 1–
x3 , but are also potentially helpful for further distin-

guishing different sites, since in complex materials
Žsuch as non-crystalline solids, biopolymers and solid

.solutions the isotropic shifts of different sites are
often more closely spaced than the residual MAS

w xlinewidth, and thus not always spectrally resolved 3
by use of the isotropic parameter alone.

The loss of anisotropic information in a MAS
experiment can be partially overcome by correlating
the anisotropic part of the chemical shielding interac-
tion with the isotropic part under MAS. A variety of
two-dimensional techniques have been developed to

w xaccomplish this 4–19 . The result is typically a
spectrum with the isotropic shift along one frequency
axis, and some form of inhomogeneously broadened
powder pattern, or sideband manifold, along the
second. Provided the isotropic shifts of different sites
are reasonably well resolved, all three principal val-
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ues of each site can be obtained by a numerical
analysis of the anisotropic lineshapes.

In this Letter we demonstrate that it is possible to
observe the resonance of only those spins oriented
such that the rotor axis is collinear with a principal
axis of the CSA. By selecting out just these three
orientations, powder patterns become spectra with
three peaks – one for each principal value. Poten-
tially this makes it possible to resolve sites in a
one-dimensional experiment, without loss of infor-
mation about the chemical shielding tensor, although
this requires spinning off the magic angle. In two
dimensions one can perform isotropicranisotropic
correlation, except that in the anisotropic dimension
one obtains three peaks, instead of a broad powder
pattern, so that different sites with similar isotropic
shifts may be resolved. In such experiments the
principal values can, in principle, be simply read
from the spectrum, without analysis of a powder
lineshape. The limitation of such a strategy is the
loss of signal to noise associated with the observa-
tion of a subset of the spins in the sample.

Under sample rotation about an axis inclined at an
angle u to the magnetic field, B , the chemical0

shielding, and thus the resonant frequency, V , of as

nuclear spin is rendered time dependent, having the
w xfollowing form 1 in the rotating frame

V t sg B y1qs qC qC cos v tqgŽ . Ž .s s 0 iso 0 1 R

qC cos 2v tq2g qS sin v tqgŽ . Ž .2 R 1 R

qS sin 2v tq2g yv 1Ž . Ž .2 R r .f .

where

d
2 2 2C s 3cos uy1 3cos by1yhsin bcos2aŽ . Ž .0 4

d
C sy sin2u sin2b 3qhcos2aŽ .1 4

d
2 2 2C s sin u 3sin byh 1qcos b cos2aŽ .Ž .2 4

d
S s hsin2u sinb sin2a1 2

d
2S s hsin ucosb sin2a2 2

here a , b , and g are the Euler angles relating the
principal axes of the CSA of the nuclear spin to the

w xrotor frame 1 , v is the angular velocity of theR

rotor, g is the gyromagnetic ratio of the observeds

nuclear spin, S, and v is the carrier frequency.r.f.

The principal values of the CSA, s , have beeni i
Ž . Žparameterised as s s s qs qs r3 theiso x x y y z z

. Žisotropic value , dss ys , and hs s yz z iso y y
.s rd .x x

The crystallite orientations that correspond to the
rotor axis collinear with a principal axis of the CSA
are bspr2, as0,pr2, and bs0, a undeter-
mined. A convenient way to select these orientations
is based on the fact that the zeros of C 2 qS2 occur1 1

at just these three orientations.
Under fast sample spinning the CSA contribution

to the Hamiltonian may be approximated by the time
Ž .average of Eq. 1 , sss qC . At the magiciso 0

Ž .angle us54.748 , C s0, and only the isotropic0

value is observed, independent of the Euler angles,
a ,b ,g . At other angles, u , the spectrum is a powder

Ž 2 .pattern scaled by the term 3cos uy1 r2. In order
to make the time dependent terms C and S take1 1

effect, they must be ‘recoupled’. It is possible to use
rotor synchronised radio-frequency pulses to accom-

w xplish this 4,7–9 . For the experiment described here,
it is more convenient to use the rotary-resonance

w xtechnique 18,20,21 . This has the advantage of ease
of implementation at the expense of increased sensi-
tivity to resonance offset.

In order to recouple the terms C and S under1 1

fast spinning, one can apply an r.f. field B such that1

the rotary-resonance condition yg B sv svs 1 1S R
w xis fulfilled. As discussed in 18,20,21 , if one then

makes a transformation to the doubly rotating frame,
rotating about B at the rotor frequency, the spins1

precess about a time independent field B seff
2 2(B C qS r2 lying in the plane perpendicular to0 1 1

B . The orientation of B in the perpendicular1 eff

plane is determined by the third Euler angle g . There
are also oscillating terms which may be neglected if
< < < <v is large compared to g B d , and any offset ofR s 0

Ž .the carrier frequency, v , from yg B 1ys .r.f. s 0 iso

A pulse sequence that may be used to produce
spectra with contributions limited to principal-value
orientations is shown in Fig. 1a. Hartmann–Hahn

w xcross-polarisation, 22,23 , is used to polarise the S
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Ž 13 15 31 29 .spins e.g. C, N, P, Si , during the prepara-
tion period t . During t , the S spin r.f. amplitudecp rr

is then matched to satisfy the rotary-resonance condi-
Ž1 .tion, while the I spins H are decoupled. The S

spins precess away from the x-axis with angular
velocity proportional to B . The spins in principal-eff

value orientations have B s0, and so remaineff
Ž .aligned with the x-axis. A pr2 pulse stores they

spin-locked magnetisation along the z-axis, and
transverse components are quenched by turning off
the I spin decoupling field during t . If the cycle ofzf

w xrotary resonance and z-filter 24 is repeated N
times, the magnetisation remaining for a given crys-

NŽ .tallite orientation is proportional to cos g B t ,s eff rr

which is peaked around the principal-value orienta-
tions for large N. It is noted that alternative modula-
tions of the powder pattern may be possible with an
iterative composite pulse sequence.

In order to observe spectral lines at the three
distinct principal-value frequencies, the signal must
be acquired with the spins evolving under the action
of sss qC . If the rotary-resonance filter isiso 0

performed at the magic angle, then with a dynamic
Ž .angle spinning DAS probe one option would be to

w xhop the rotor angle to us08, and observe 19 . This

Ž . Ž .Fig. 1. One-dimensional a and two-dimensional b principal-
value filter pulse sequences described in detail in the main text. In

w xboth cases Hartmann–Hahn cross-polarisation, 22,23 , is used to
enhance the polarisation of the S spins. The principle value

Žorientations are selected by a series of N rotary resonance v s1S
. Ž . Ž .v and z-filter periods t and t . In a the free-inductionR rr zf

Ž .decay can be directly detected for u /54.748. In b u s54.748

and the selected principal-value orientations are detected indi-
rectly by an evolution under the second rotary-resonance condi-

Ž .tion v s2v during t .1S R 1

has the advantage of achieving maximum spectral
separation of the principal value frequencies. Alter-
natively the entire experiment can be performed with
a conventional MAS probe at an angle representing a
compromise, in which C is sufficiently large for0

spectral separation, yet C and S are still suffi-1 1

ciently large that the rotary-resonance filter is effi-
cient.

A further option is to retain the rotor at the magic
angle and to perform a two-dimensional experiment
Ž .Fig. 1b . After the principle value filter, the spins
evolve for a period t with the r.f. field satisfying1

the condition yg B s2v . During the evolutions 1 R

period, t , the S spins precess about an effective field1
2 2(of B sB C qS r2, and now the three princi-eff 0 2 2

pal-value crystallite orientations at which significant
magnetisation remains evolve away from the x-axis
at distinct frequencies. After double Fourier transfor-
mation, one obtains peaks at position V s2

Ž .yg B 1ys yv in the direct dimension, ands 0 iso r.f.

in the indirect dimension at positions V s1
Ž ."g B dhr6, V s"g B d 3qh r12, and V ss 0 1 s 0 1

Ž ."g B d 3yh r12.s 0

Experiments were performed on 31 P in two crys-
Ž .talline phosphates, NH HPO P 2H O and4 2 4 2

CaHPO P2H O, under sample spinning at us4084 2

and at the magic angle. Results are shown in Fig. 2,
together with the results of numerical simulations.
The simulations are the result of integrating the time
dependent Schrodinger equation for a single spin. All¨
parameters such as r.f. field strength and spinning

Žspeed were matched to the experimental values see
.the caption of Fig. 2 . The effects of relaxation were

not included in the simulations, but were accounted
for empirically by convolution of the final spectra
with a Gaussian line shape. The chemical shielding

Ž .parameters d and h used in the simulations were
obtained from a least squares fit to the experimental

Ž .powder patterns recorded at us408 Fig. 2B and F
without applying the principle value filter and under

Ž .static conditions v s0 spectra not shown . ThisR

yielded d s51"3 ppm, h s0.35"0.04,NH NH4 4

d s58"3 ppm, h s0.78"0.05. A GaussianCa Ca

homogeneous line broadening was included in the fit
Žfull width at half height: fwhh s5.4"2 ppm,NH 4

.fwhh s6.4"3 ppm , and this broadening wasCa

convolved with the simulations to produce the dashed
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Fig. 2. 31 P NMR spectra of crystalline powder samples of
Ž .NH HPO P2H O, A–D, and CaHPO P2H O, E–H. Both4 2 4 2 4 2

compounds were purchased from Aldrich and used without further
purification. The solid lines in A, E and B, F are experimental
centerband spectra, after cross-polarisation from protons to 31 P,
and spinning at the magic angle and at u s408, respectively. The
dashed lines in B and F represent the fitted spectra as described in
the text. The dashed lines in A and E show the homogeneous
linebroadening used in the fits in B and F. The solid lines in C and
G are experimental spectra using the pulse sequence of Fig. 1a. D
and H are numerical simulations of the pulse sequence of Fig. 1a
convolved with Gaussian line broadenings of 40 Hz and 48 Hz
respectively. The dashed lines in C and G are the same simula-
tions using the line broadening obtained from the fits in B and F.
Spectra C–D used Ns33 z-filters, spinning at 6.6 kHz, while
spectra G–H used Ns9 z-filters, spinning at 6.4 kHz. In both
cases the rotary-resonance time was set to a rotor period, t srr

2p rv , and t s1 ms and t s0.5 ms. Experiments wereR zf cp

performed at 300 K on a Chemagnetics Infinity spectrometer
operating at 4.2 T, using a home-built MAS probe. 908 pulse
lengths were 7 ms on 31 P for the pulses during t . 908 pulsezf

lengths on 1H were 12 ms during decoupling and cross-polarisa-
tion.

line in plots C and G. From the experimental spectra
in C and G we obtain directly values of d s49NH 4

"3 ppm, h s0.35"0.04, d s56"3 ppm,NH Ca4

h s0.76"0.05 in good agreement with the fittedCa

values. Previously published values in the literature
for these compounds are d s46 ppm, h sNH NH4 4

0.33, d s47 ppm, h s0.5, d s68 ppm,NH NH Ca4 4

w xh s0.6, 25 . Significant variations in measuredCa

values for CaHPO P2H O, apparently reflect sam-4 2

ple variation, for example, the amount of crystal
water.

It is evident from Figs. 2D and 2H that the
present technique should be capable of producing
principle value spectra with small inhomogeneous
linewidths. The broader linewidths observed in the
experimental data are attributed to homogeneous
broadening due, in part, to the 31 P–31 P dipolar cou-
plings which are not averaged to zero under spinning
at us408. This hypothesis is corroborated by the
fact that the 31 P linewidth under MAS is smaller than
the homogeneous broadening obtained by fitting the
us408 spectra, as seen in Figs. 2A and 2E.

For the method described above to be effective in
producing sharp principal-value spectra, it is clear
that the strongest homonuclear S-spin dipole cou-
plings must be much weaker than the width of the
CSA. This condition can be satisfied for many low g

nuclei, such as 13C, 15N, 31 P, 29Si, at high external
field strength B , using the fast spinning conditions0
Ž .v r2p)20 kHz now routinely available in com-R

mercial probes. Obviously isotopically dilute spin
systems such as natural abundance, or partially en-
riched 13C are promising. Work is currently in
progress in our laboratory along these lines. Using
the sequence shown in Fig. 1b, we have obtained 13C
principal-value lines in a sample of partially enriched
glycine with fwhh of 2ppm in the indirect dimension.
For the carboxyl site, these data yield hs0.945"

< <0.02, and d s69"1.5 ppm, in good agreement
< <with literature values of hs0.95, and d s73 ppm

w x2 .
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